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Introduction
These are two key hypotheses we wish to propose which will be discussed below.
1. CFIDS is caused by low dose chronic or acute exposure to stressors including
radiation. The stress signalling leads to epigenetically sustained genomic
instability in stem cell microenvironments producing the various immune,
neurological and gastrointestinal symptoms.
2. Alleviation of CFIDS will involve understanding the initial signalling process
and deactivating it or resetting it using inhibitors or epigenetic modiﬁers.

Background
CFIDS is a debilitating illness of unknown aetiology. It often manifests suddenly
after exposure to stress or a flu-like illness (Katz and Jason 2013; Glaser and
Kiecolt-Glaser 1998; Morris and Maes 2013; Bansal et al. 2012). However the
symptoms which include multiple manifestations of both neurological, gastrointestinal and immune dysfunction (Maes et al. 2009; Maes and Twisk 2009;
Moss-Morris et al. 2013), strongly suggest an underlying malfunction in the ability
of the cells and tissues to manage cellular stress (Nicolson 2007; Hanley and Van
de Kar 2003). We suggest that stem cells are a particular target and that regarding
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Fig. 1 Proposed model

CFIDS as a malaise of the stem cells might provide new insights into potential
treatments (see Fig. 1 for the model).
Similar syndromes to CFIDS include the complex set of symptoms seen in
Atomic Veterans and Gulf War survivors which are often dismissed as psychological (Ferguson and Cassaday 2001–2002; Israeli 2012; Garcia 1994; Murphy
et al. 1990) because the small numbers and varied symptoms are not amenable to
epidemiological analysis (McCauley et al. 2002; Coughlin 2013). However the
variability in symptoms would imply that the abnormality may be unexpressed until
a major stress event challenges the tissues to regenerate or otherwise become
activated. The stress event could be biological e.g. viral infection, vaccine
challenge, radiation or toxin exposure, or psychological e.g. war, catastrophic
accidental event occurs which triggers the emergence of the full-blown syndrome
(Maloney et al. 2013; Glaser et al. 1998; Witthöft et al. 2013). There is convincing
but largely anecdotal evidence that chronic exposure to low doses of ionizing
radiation (LDIR) is associated with neurological effects such as memory impairment, chronic fatigue syndrome and cognitive decline in humans (Marazziti et al.
2012; Ballesteros-Zebadúa et al. 2012; Huang 2012). The Cold War veterans
represent the best example of this (Hansen and Schriner 2005) but because the
prevailing theory in radiation biology and radiation protection did not recognise
these low dose effects, the cohorts have not been well studied and are now too old
to be systematically studied.
Major advances have now been made in our understanding of low dose effects in
the laboratory and it is clear that these studies could signiﬁcantly advance our
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understanding of chronic ill health syndromes in general and CFIDS in particular.
Recent evidence mainly funded by NASA, who are concerned about long term
exposure to space radiation on cognitive function, fatigue and other non-cancer effects
in astronauts (Cucinotta et al. 2013; Ushakov et al. 2011) implicates the neural stem
cells in the process since these are extremely sensitive to LDIR (Kim et al. 2013;
Etienne et al. 2012). The immune dysfunction symptoms could result from compromise of the bone marrow stem cells for which there is ample evidence linking
radiation exposure to genomic instability in the stem cells (Mothersill and Seymour
2012; Szumiel 2014). Similarly gastrointestinal stem cells are also known to be
extremely sensitive to low doses of radiation (Mothersill and Seymour 2012; Szumiel
2014). The mechanisms are unclear and obviously in order to treat or prevent the
impacts of LDIR, mechanistic understanding of the process is crucial. This proposal
aims to test the overall hypothesis that chronic fatigue and immune dysfunction
syndrome (CFIDS) can become established in latent form as genomic instability
maintained epigenetically though signalling (bystander effect) either due to
genetic/epigenetic predisposition or as a result of chronic exposure to multiple
stressors including LDIR. A trigger stress can then lead to full-blown expression of the
disease.
Radiation biology has undergone a paradigm shift in recent years (for reviews
see Mothersill and Seymour 2012; Szumiel 2014). The old idea was that DNA
damage caused by radiation developed in a dose dependent manner and was usually
efﬁciently repaired meaning that low doses caused very low or no effects (Hall
2011). Cancer was considered to be the only low dose effect and doses below
100 mGy were not considered to cause incidence above background (Morgan and
Sowa 2013). Chronic doses and doses due to “internal emitters” i.e. ingested or
inhaled radioisotopes were largely ignored (Mothersill and Seymour 2013). This all
changed in the late 1980s and early 1990s when there were major breakthroughs
which showed that the effects of ionizing radiation were very different after low
doses and that even after high doses, repair was not an all-or-nothing affair. The
phenomena of Lethal Mutations (Seymour et al. 1986), Genomic instability
(Kadhim et al. 1992) and the Bystander Effect (Nagasawa and Little 1992) all
suggested that effects of LDIR were very complex and very long lasting. Later
research implicated the immune system (Hilgers and Frank 1994; Ojo-Amaize et al.
1994; Yancey and Thomas 2012; Lorusso et al. 2009) and linked cellular oxidative
stress and inflammatory response to the perpetuation of a chronic dysfunction in
affected cells, which could be inherited via epigenetic mechanisms (LandmarkHøyvik et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2008). Now it is accepted that these mechanisms are
fundamentally important to the understanding of cellular and organismal responses
to LDIR and many other stressors such as metals, organic toxins and pathological
agents. Many mechanisms, particularly those involved in the initiation of the signalling pathways are still largely unknown although recent evidence from our
laboratory implicates LDIR induction of UVA photons in exposed biological
material and cells (Ahmad et al 2013; Le et al. in press). The UVA is thought to
generate reactive oxygen species (ROS), which have long been known to compromise mitochondrial function and disrupt the sensitive control of inter and intra
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cellular signalling (Festjens et al. 2006; Formigari et al. 2013; Frank et al. 2012;
Morris and Maes 2014; Meeus et al. 2013; Voloboueva and Giffard 2011).
The theme, which comes through much of the literature about CFIDS is that it
appears to have no one cause or clear set of symptoms. Its appearance can appear
random and may be distant in time from an alleged triggering stress event. This is
why its existence is sometimes denied by Western Medicine. However, this is
exactly what would be predicted to happen if LDIR or other low dose toxic
exposures were involved. It is particularly true if there is a two-stage etiological
mechanism involving chronic low dose multiple stressor exposure followed by (or
possibly preceded by) an acute mental or physical stress. One idea we will pursue
throughout this research program is that CFIDS would have no clear cause or set of
symptoms if it were a system level disease consequential upon systems not communicating or interacting as they should. Symptoms and causes would then be
system speciﬁc. Individual predisposition to sensitivity would then be a most
important factor (hence our interest in the impacts of chronic stressors during
developmental). This individual, underlying sensitivity would be exacerbated by
acute stressor exposure acting on the same or an interacting system. The mode of
action of the stressors would also be important e.g. whether they act locally or
systemically and whether exposure is local or systemic. A major focus of our
research and possibly the major key to understanding CFIDS mechanisms is to
understand the role of signalling processes in converting initially localised
responses into systemic responses via processes such as “bystander signalling”.
Currently our research is suggesting that physical signals including photons in the
UV range and phonons (sound vibrations) are key early initiating events when cells
or organisms are exposed to LDIR (Mothersill et al. 2012). These signals may not
initially be recognised as related to the LDIR exposure but we have shown they
result in oxidative stress leading to inflammatory responses, which are of course
systemic and deleterious and may underlie CFIDS pathology.
The section which follows is built around three quite speciﬁc research questions
which we think should be explored to identify possible metabolic pathways which
could be manipulated to reset the systemic disorder which underlies CFIDS.

What Are the Basic Mechanisms Involved
in the Communication of Stress Between Cells in Tissues?
We need to explore how the physical electromagnetic energy (EM) associated with
low dose exposures to electromagnetic radiation, is transduced to lead to biological
responses in affected human patients. We know that UVA is involved and intend to
explore what molecules absorb the UV energy and what results from this absorption.
We suspect that the perturbation of delicately balanced voltage gated ion channels is
involved and there is direct evidence for both sodium (Na v 1.5) and calcium
(5HT-3A) ion gated channels being involved in the mechanism. We know that the
energy perturbation results in activation of H-Ras and MAPK stress response
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pathways but that instead of apoptosis occurring (which would remove damaged
cells), a process known as genomic instability results. This is a permanent increase
(reset) in the tolerance of the stem cell population for mutations. It is driven by
bystander signals and is an example of an epigenetic control mechanism which
results in chronically compromised stem cells in an abnormal microenvironment.
It will be important to investigate how mitochondria in stem cells coordinate
function and decide response after toxin challenge. Of particular interest here is the
putative photoreceptor in the mitochondrial membrane thought to be part of complex IV. This links in with our laboratory’s recent work on UVA emission by cells
when exposed to ionizing radiation which was discussed earlier. We do not know if
other stressors such as metals can cause UVA emissions. However the common
mechanisms seen in metal, bacterial and radiation challenged tissues and organisms
strongly suggest a common underlying stress response which could involve UVA
leading to ROS generation and consequent mitochondrial activity.
This area of research could be progressed by using co-culture systems where
acutely stressed cells can signal to chronically stressed or control cells. Endpoints to
be measured include bystander signal production, calcium and sodium fluxes across
membranes using patch clamping, mitochondrial numbers, location and function,
expression of key stress response proteins and UVA emission. Now that we have
the antibody to the sodium channel Na v 1.5, associated with the ciguatera toxin
which also is affected by chronic LDIR exposure, we will have a direct link
between bystander signalling and channel activation in clonogenic stem cells.

Treatment of CFIDS Will Involve Elimination of Stress
Signal Production and Resetting of the Supportive
Microenvironment Which Allows the Aberrant Cells
to Thrive
Several lines of evidence implicate LDIR exposure to internal emitters such as
polonium, strontium, caesium, uranium or radium in the production of chronic
ill-health and chronic fatigue syndromes. Classic examples are the ill-health of
atomic veterans who were exposed during the Cold War, Gulf War personnel and
inhabitants of Gulf War or nuclear bomb test countries e.g. the Marshall Islanders.
While Governments mostly deny a causal link between ultralow dose radiation
exposure and chronic ill health, because of weak epidemiology, a perfectly logical
explanation is that the exposures lead to genomic instability driven by oxidative
stress in the extremely sensitive stem cell compartments in the body which causes
chronic inflammatory processes to occur and injures the microenvironment leading
to a “self-sustaining” disease prone state. These processes are known to underlie
many of the chronic conditions including CFIDS from which these cohorts suffer.
An approach which might prove useful would be to culture stem cells from key
tissues such as brain (hippocampus), gastrointestinal crypts and bone marrow in
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compromised micro-environments of support cells, which has been conditioned by
LDIR exposure to signal stress to neighbouring cells. The behaviour of the stem
cells in these conditions could be monitored using the assays suggested in
Section “What Are the Basic Mechanisms Involved in the Communication of Stress
Between Cells in Tissues?”. It would also be useful to test the effectiveness of
interfering with UVA production, with ROS, with MAPK pathways and with p53
pathways to see if this will prevent damage to the stem cells. Finally, there are
established treatments for CFIDS promoted by practitioners of alternative medicine
with proven effectiveness in eliminating symptoms such as the terpene D-limonene
or curcumin. It would be very important to see if these substances are effective at
preventing genomic instability from occurring or being expressed in the stem cells.
This would provide useful conﬁrmation of the correctness of our hypotheses.

Probing the Neurodevelopmental Processes as Affected
by LDIR or Trace Metals and Microtoxins Thought to Be
Involved in the Aetiology of CFIDS
As discussed earlier we now have substantial evidence that neurotransmitters and
their inhibitors and activators can modulate response to toxin or radiation challenge
even in non-neural cells. This is logical given that embryonic stem cells are
pluripotent. It stands to reason that all cells have the potential to develop or express
receptors if induced by the correct stimuli. In the case of stem cells in differentiated
tissues, this potential is very great if the epigenetic information forthcoming. These
mechanisms, if fully understood could lead to development of new drugs for
modulating metal or radiation effects in cells, thus providing hope for CFIDS
patients.
Membranes in the body function as barriers maintaining differential concentrations of ions on either side of the membrane by creating and maintaining a potential
difference or electrical gradient. Channels in the membranes regulate the passage of
sodium, potassium, calcium and chloride ions. These are known as ion channels
and the passage of ions through them is tightly regulated.
The speciﬁc case of voltage-gated ion channel (VGIC) manipulation in the
nervous system is of particular interest to those interested in LDIR because both
radioactive metal ions similar to sodium, potassium or calcium (e.g. strontium,
caesium, radium) and non-particulate ionizing radiation (e.g. x or gamma rays)
would, by exciting or ionizing the membrane, upset delicate VGIC balances. This
could lead to complex or chaotic responses. Channelopathies are linked to at least
20 diseases now including CFIDS (Kass 2005; Waxman and Ptacek 2000;
Chaudhuri et al. 2000). A particular focus of our research will be the 5HT type 3A
channel with we already know to be involved in the calcium response to LDIR
(Fazzari et al. 2012; Mothersill et al. 2010; Saroya et al. 2009; Poon et al. 2007;
Mothersill et al. 1976) and the sodium channel Na v 1.5 which is involved in
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internalising ionizing radiation (radioisotopes) and is known to be altered in CFIDS
patients (Fulle et al. 2003; Beyder et al. 2010; Abriel 2010). We hypothesise that
very low doses of ionizing radiation can cause excitation of cell membranes leading
to aberrant ion fluxes and initiation of inappropriate signalling—a systemic consequence. We postulate that the cognitive defects in CFIDS patients may result
from this leading to a hypersensitive state in chronically stressed individuals.
Because we think that CFIDS is related to early exposure to chronic stress during
development followed by an acute triggering exposure during later life, we suggest
that human embryonic stem cells should be used for these experiments. These can
be induced to differentiate along neural, gastrointestinal or bone marrow stem cell
pathways and development can be tracked using a number of speciﬁc markers for
tissue speciﬁc development and differentiation (Curtis et al. 2014; Wu and Wang
2012). Agonists and speciﬁc inhibitors should interfere with the differentiation
pathway and allow us to pinpoint metabolic pathways implicated in the development of CFIDS.

Conclusion
This paper presents a working hypothesis which seeks to provide an explanation for
a distressing collection of symptoms associated with low dose radiation exposure
which result in Atomic Veterans syndrome, Gulf War syndrome, Chronic Fatigue
and Immune Deﬁciency Syndrome and Myalgic Encephalomyelitis. Also presented
is a possible research approach to improving treatment for sufferers of these
complex diseases.
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